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Acc. No : 46067
Call No : 004.6782 REZ-P

In the past few years, going cloud native has been a big
advantage for many companies. But it’s a tough
technique to get right, especially for enterprises with
critical legacy systems. This practical hands-on guide
examines effective architecture, design, and cultural
patterns to help you transform your organization into a
cloud native enterprise whether you’re moving from
older architectures or creating new systems from
scratch. By following Wealth Grid, a fictional company,
you’ll understand the challenges, dilemmas, and
considerations that accompany a move to the cloud.
Technical managers and architects will learn best
practices for taking on a successful company-wide
transformation. Cloud migration consultants Pini Reznik,
Jamie Dobson, and Michelle Gienow draw patterns…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 45771
Call No : 005.1 WEI-P

Use this hands-on guide to build powerful solutions on
the Salesforce platform without using a single line of
code. This revised and expanded second edition includes
Process Builder, Flow Builder, Lightning App Builder,
Lightning Bolt Solutions, and more. Practical Salesforce
Development Without Code shows you how to unlock
the power of the Salesforce platform to solve real
business problems. Adhering to Salesforce's clicks, not
code mantra, Salesforce expert Phil Weinmeister walks
Salesforce newcomers and veterans through different
business problems and identifies effective and proven
approaches to solutions using the platform's declarative
frame work. By adopting this book as your guide, you
will learn how to deliver business solutions within
Salesforce by combining analysis, creativity, and…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46036
Call No : 005.3 WIC-H

Master the Shiny web framework and take your R skills
to a whole new level. By letting you move beyond static
reports, Shiny helps you create fully interactive web
apps for data analyses. Users will be able to jump
between datasets, explore different subsets or facets of
the data, run models with parameter values of their
choosing, customize visualizations, and much more.
Hadley Wickham from R Studio shows data scientists,
data analysts, statisticians, and scientific researchers
with no knowledge of HTML, CSS, or JavaScript how to
create rich web apps from R. This in-depth guide
provides a learning path that you can follow with
confidence, as you go from a Shiny beginner to an expert
developer who can write large, complex apps that are
maintainable and performant. Get started, discover…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 45676
Call No : 006.78 FRE-A

Combine the strengths of Angular, the leading
framework for developing complex client-side
applications, and ASP.NET Core MVC 3, the latest
evolution of Microsoft’s framework for server-side
applications. This new edition offers updated Angular,
ASP.NET Core 3, Entity Framework Core 3 examples, an
all-new chapter on interoperability with Blazor, and
more! Best-selling author Adam Freeman brings
together these two key technologies and explains how
to use ASP.NET Core MVC 3 to provide back-end services
for Angular applications. This fast-paced and practical
guide starts from the nuts and bolts and gives you the
knowledge you need to combine Angular and ASP.NET
Core MVC 3 in your projects. Each topic is covered
clearly and concisely and is packed with the essential…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46747
Call No : 427.954 SAX-A

Against a groundswell of critiques of global English,
Vernacular English argues that literary studies are yet to
confront the true political import of the English
language in the world today. A comparative study of
three centuries of English literature and media in India,
this original and provocative book tells the story of
English in India as a tale not of imperial coercion, but of
a people’s language in a postcolonial democracy.
Focusing on experiences of hearing, touching,
remembering, speaking, and seeing English, Akshya
Saxena delves into a previously unexplored body of
texts from English and Hindi literature, law, film, visual
art, and public protests. She reveals little-known
debates and practices that have shaped the meanings of
English in India and the Anglophone world, including…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46777
Call No : 519.5 BOR-D

A comprehensive guide to statistics with information on
collecting, measuring, analyzing, and presenting statistical
data continuing the popular 101 series. Data is
everywhere. In the age of the internet and social media,
we’re responsible for consuming, evaluating, and
analyzing data on a daily basis. From understanding the
percentage probability that it will rain later today, to
evaluating your risk of a health problem, or the
fluctuations in the stock market, statistics impact our lives
in a variety of ways, and are vital to a variety of careers
and fields of practice. Unfortunately, most statistics text
books just make us want to take a snooze, but with
Statistics 101, you’ll learn the basics of statistics in a way
that is both easy-to-understand and apply. From learning
the theory of probability and different kinds of distribution
concepts, to identifying data patterns and graphing and
presenting precise findings, this essential guide can…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 41798
Call No : 530.1557 SHI-H

This book provides an introduction to functional analysis
for non-experts in mathematics. As such, it is distinct
from most other books on the subject that are intended
for mathematicians. Concepts are explained concisely
with visual materials, making it accessible for those
unfamiliar with graduate-level mathematics. Topics
include topology, vector spaces, tensor spaces, Lebesgue
integrals, and operators, to name a few. Two central
issues the theory of Hilbert space and the operator
theory and how they relate to quantum physics are
covered extensively. Each chapter explains, concisely,
the purpose of the specific topic and the benefit of
understanding it. Researchers and graduate students in
physics, mechanical engineering, and information
science will benefit from this view of functional…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46745
Call No : 598.1568 WEI-S

A vaulting triumph of a book Isabella Tree, author of
Wilding‘ A master storyteller, Weidensaul communicates
so much joy in the sheer act of witnessing and such
exhilaration in the advances of the science behind what
he sees that we are slow to grasp the extent of the
ecological crisis that he outlines. Observer Bird
migration remains perhaps the most singularly
compelling natural phenomenon in the world. Nothing
else combines its global sweep with its inherent ability
to engender wonder and excitement. The past two
decades have seen an explosion in our understanding of
the almost unfathomable feats of endurance and
complexity involved in bird migration yet the science
that informs these majestic journeys is still in its infancy.
Pulitzer Prize-shortlisted writer-ornithologist…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46752
Call No : 612.009 KAY-A

The olden days were pretty fun if you liked wearing
chainmail or chopping people's heads off but there was
one tiny little problem back then doctors didn't have the
slightest clue about how our bodies worked. It's time to
find out why Ancient Egyptians thought the brain was
just a useless load of old stuffing that might as well be
chucked in the bin, why teachers forced their pupils to
smoke cigarettes, why hairdressers would cut off their
customers' legs, and why people used to get paid for
farting. Unfortunately that's no longer a thing sorry.
You'll get answers to questions like, Why did patients
gargle with wee? How did a doctor save people's lives
using a washing machine, a can of beans and some old
sausages? What was the great stink? No, it's not what
doctors call your bum. If you're sure you're ready, then…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 43601
Call No : 616.028 TOD-S

Core topics have been retained, while newer topics not
covered in previous editions have been added. It is not
surprising that a section on COVID-19 related topics
have been added this time. The editorial board have
tried to strike a balance while selecting authorship by
inviting a completely new fleet of authors from Fellows
of College, Societies, and Academic wing selected on
their area of expertise, and at the same time, retaining
experience of Senior Faculty as Section Editors. Contains
14 sections including 83 chapters covering major organ
systems with more than 500 pages of review articles.
Includes a dedicated section on COVID-related ICU issues
and clinically relevant chapters which should improve
bedside care. Discusses new topics on diagnostics,
antibiotics and emerging infections such as…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46805
Call No : 640.19 IYE-N

This Handmade Life is all about finding a passion and
becoming really good at it. Divided into seven sections-
baking, fermenting, self-care, kitchen gardening, soap-
making, spices and stitching-this book tells us it is all
right to slow down and take up simple projects that
bring us unadulterated joy. Written in Iyer's signature
lyrical and friendly style, the book is about hands-on
activities that can be meditative and healing for the
body, mind and soul. Taking the reader through myriad
personal and transformative hobbies, Iyer has
managed to serve up a book that is motivational and
inspirational at a time when both are in short order.
This is a very well written book to have by your side if
you've been or ever wanted to be a lover of all things
slow and handmade. A perfect confluence of good…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46767
Call No : 650.11 BUR-O

We're obsessed with our lengthening to-do lists, our
overfilled inboxes, the struggle against distraction and
the sense that our attention spans are shriveling. Still,
we rarely make the connection between our daily
struggles with time and the ultimate time management
problem: the question of how best to use our
ridiculously brief time on the planet, which amounts on
average to about 4,000 weeks. Four Thousand Weeks is
an uplifting, engrossing and deeply realistic exploration
of the challenge. Rejecting the futile modern obsession
with 'getting everything done,' it introduces listeners to
tools for constructing a meaningful life by embracing
rather than denying their limitations. Drawing on the
insights of both ancient and contemporary philosophers,
psychologists and spiritual teachers, Oliver Burkeman…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46313
Call No : 658.046 AGA-A

Public private Partnership is a buzzword, especially in
growing economies like India where it takes a
Partnership between the government and a private
entity to establish successful infrastructure projects.
however, ppps in India face many hurdles that lead to
either long delays or surprisingly, sometimes early
completion of PPP projects, but with quality getting
compromised. This book will take readers inside the
world of pops and show how the legal, regulatory and
political environments have facilitated or obstruct the
speedy enforcement of plans for the creation of
requisite infrastructure in India. With the help of various
case studies, the book discusses the legal and regulatory
issues in different sectors of infrastructure in India such
as power, telecom, rail, air, road and sea. In addition to…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46309
Call No : 658.314 PAW-B

This book provides recent inputs from the field of
organizational behavior for enhancing employee
performance and well-being, a key concern for
managers today. It focuses on transformational
leadership, organizational justice, organizational
support, and workplace spirituality. The author outlines
multiple dimensions of employee performance and five
forms of employee well-being physical, emotional,
psychological, social and spiritual. The book also
presents an overview of the traditional approaches, and
draws on relevant literature and empirical findings. It
offers exercises from a practitioner’s point of view to
facilitate managerial actions and will serve as a practical
application guide for managers. This book will be of
interest and use to students and researchers of human…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46301
Call No : 658.4038 HBR-P

Become a digital first organization and avoid disruption.
If you read nothing else on the principles and practices
that lead to successful digital transformation, read these
10 articles. We've combed through hundreds of Harvard
Business Review articles and selected the most
important ones to help you reinvent your digital
strategy, overcome barriers to change, and win in the
continuously connected world. This book will inspire you
to Devise an industry-transforming business model
Minimize risk using discovery-driven transformation
Leverage torrents of data more strategically Prepare
your employees for the future of work Prioritize the
right initiatives Compete in the age of AI This collection
of articles includes Discovery Driven Digital
Transformation, by Rita McGrath and…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46851
Call No : 305.43 BHO-A

Despite the growing number of women acquiring
professional degrees, they remain under-represented
and almost invisible when it comes to top leadership
positions or decision-making roles. While women have
proved beyond doubt that they are just as talented and
capable as men, they are still held back by expectations
laid down by society and a largely unconscious bias on
the part of colleagues and family members. Besides
grappling with external challenges, women find that
their own mind sets are also shaped by similar
conditioning. The reasons for women not making it to
the top echelons of the business world extend far
beyond the known ones like marriage and maternity.
Based on in-depth interviews with career women,
leaders and experts on diversity, equity and…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46708
Call No : 332.6092 CHI-M

From the host of NPR’s Planet Money, the deeply-
investigated story of how one visionary, dogged investor
changed American finance forever. Before Bill Gross was
known among investors as the Bond King, he was a
gambler. In 1966, a fresh college grad, he went to Vegas
armed with his net worth $200 and a knack for counting
cards. $10,000 and countless casino bans later, he was
hooked: so he enrolled in business school. The Bond
King is the story of how that whiz kid made American
finance his casino. Over the course of decades, Bill Gross
turned the sleepy bond market into a destabilized game
of high risk, high reward; founded Pimco, one of today’s
most powerful, secretive, and cutthroat investment
firms; helped to reshape our financial system in the
aftermath of the Great Recession to his own…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46780
Call No : 791.092 BRO-S

Compelling Reni Eddo-Lodge A must-read book for 2022,
as picked by Stylist More than one fifth of children want
to become influencers and it's easy to understand why.
What if you could escape economic uncertainty by
winning the internet's attention? What if you could turn
the adoration of your social media followers into a
lucrative livelihood? But as Symeon Brown explores in
this searing exposé, the reality is much murkier. From
IRL streamers in LA to Brazilian butt lifts, from sex
workers on Only Fans to fraudulent cryptocurrency
schemes, these are the incredible stories that lurk
behind the filtered selfies and gleaming smiles. Exposing
the fraud, exploitation, bribery, and dishonesty at the
core of the influencer model, Get Rich or Lie Trying asks
if our digital rat race is costing us too…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 45988
Call No : 821.9140 SOL-S

What is the political potential of poetry in the
contemporary era? Exploring an often overlooked
history of Marxist-Feminist poetics in post-war Britain
including such poets as Denise Riley, Veronica Forrest-
Thomson, Wendy Mulford and Nat Raha this book
confronts this central question to debates about the
value of humanities education today. Lyric Pedagogy and
Marxist-Feminism demonstrates how ideas of social
reproduction have been central both to the forms of
post-1945 British poetry and the educational institutions
where poetry is overwhelmingly encountered and
produced. Combining new archival research with close
readings of key poets of the period, the book charts the
interrelated crises both of poetry itself and literary
education more widely. Paradoxically, the very…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46565
Call No : 823.92 GOP-K

In this nimble political satire, readers are presented with
an alternative India that is at once mesmerizing yet
unfamiliar. Under the rippling tide of satire flows the
strong undertow of serious political discourse. We are
drawn irresistibly into the book as obstinate Indian
politicians challenge the intrepid Baba to fight elections
and enter Parliament to enact his anti-corruption law.
The people of India pick up the gauntlet and in the
General Elections that follow, they catapult his
greenhorn political party into power. Baba appoints a
maverick politician, Professor Murthy, as Prime Minister,
to lead the country. Under Murthy, the country sees
revolutionary change, both to its economy, as well as its
political structure. An amended Constitution brings in
the Presidential form of government. The revamped…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46621
Call No : 954.035092 BAS-N

With his initial plans for an independent India in tatters,
a desperate Viceroy, Lord Mountbatten, turned to his
senior-most Indian civil servant, Vappala Pangunni
Menon or VP giving him a single night to devise an
alternative, coherent and workable plan for
independence. Menon met his stringent deadline,
presenting the Menon plan, which would play midwife
to India’s birth as a free nation. As Reforms
Commissioner to India’s last three viceroys Linlith gow,
Wavell and Mountbatten and then as Secretary, States
Ministry, VP used his enormous intellect, diligence and
powers of persuasion, to integrate 565 states into the
Indian Union. These included Junagadh, Hyderabad and
Kashmir The big three with a history of dissent. As
Sardar’s right-hand man, V.P. Menon was unarguably…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46768
Call No : 954.5520 SIN-R

Ranjit Singh was the most adventurous, audacious, and
sagacious ruler of the Indian subcontinent since
Chandragupta Maurya. Like the Kohinoor he wore, he
was a gem among rulers. He rose like a bright and brief
firmament when India became a part of the global
colonial geopolitics. He abolished the death sentence
and created a new empire based on principles of
statecraft. In the 1770s, the Punjab was sixty-eight
pieces of a wild and prosperous land inhabited by a
brutal and querulous people making a living by plunder
even as invasion after invasion from the north-west
frontier trampled it. Ranjit Singh stemmed these
Afghan raids by capturing all the passes on the Hindu
Kush and wresting from Kabul the fairest of its
provinces. His matchless and modern army comprised…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46103
Call No : 025.0425 LAN-M

Working with AI is complicated and expensive for many
developers. That's why cloud providers have stepped in
to make it easier, offering free or affordable state-of-
the-art models and training tools to get you started.
With this book, you'll learn how to use Google's AI-
powered cloud services to do everything from creating a
chat bot to analyzing text, images, and video. Author
Micheal Lanham demonstrates methods for building and
training models step-by-step and shows you how to
expand your models to accomplish increasingly complex
tasks. If you have a good grasp of math and the Python
language, you'll quickly get up to speed with Google
Cloud Platform, whether you want to build an AI
assistant or a simple business AI application. Learn key
concepts for data science, machine learning, and…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46754
Call No : 170.44 PET-J

In 12 Rules for Life, acclaimed public thinker and clinical
psychologist Jordan B. Peterson offered an antidote to
the chaos in our lives: eternal truths applied to modern
anxieties. His insights have helped millions of readers
and resonated powerfully around the world. Now in
this long-awaited sequel, Peterson goes further, showing
that part of life's meaning comes from reaching out into
the domain beyond what we know, and adapting to an
ever-transforming world. While an excess of chaos
threatens us with uncertainty, an excess of order leads
to a lack of curiosity and creative vitality. Beyond Order
therefore calls on us to balance the two fundamental
principles of reality order and chaos and reveals the
profound meaning that can be found on the path that
divides them. In times of instability and…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 46759
Call No : 200 DRE-H

What constitutes human excellence and What is the best
way to live a life These are questions that human beings
have been asking since the beginning of time. In their
critically acclaimed book, All Things Shining, Hubert
Dreyfus and Sean Dorrance Kelly argue that our search
for meaning was once fulfilled by our responsiveness to
forces greater than ourselves, whether one God or
many. These forces drew us in and imbued the ordinary
moments of life with wonder and gratitude. Dreyfus and
Kelly argue in this thought-provoking work that as we
began to rely on the power of our own independent will
we lost our skill for encountering the sacred. Through
their original and transformative discussion of some of
the greatest works of Western literature, from Homer’s
Odyssey toMelville’sMoby Dick, Dreyfus and…
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Acc. No : 46802
Call No : Fiction BHA-A

From the creator-producer of Savdhaan India, the
producer of Crime Patrol, and the bestselling author of
The Deadly Dozen: India's Most Notorious Serial Killers,
comes the true story behind one of India's biggest and
most sensational bank heists 31st December 2007. New
Year's Eve. A sleepy town in Kerala called Chelembra
finds itself in the national headlines for India's biggest
bank heist to the tune of a whopping Rs 8 crore which
included 80 kg of gold. A crime that was supposedly
inspired by a Bollywood blockbuster, this is the
sensational story of that heist seen from both sides of
the coin-the planning and execution by the mastermind
criminals, and the difficult, yet thrilling, investigation by
the Kerala police team led by P. Vijayan. Constructed
from extensive first-person interviews of the police…
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Acc. No : 46782
Call No : Fiction GAI-A

Punjab in 1984. Separatists fight for a free Khalistan,
clashing violently with the police. Eight-year-old Himmat
is visiting his grandparents in Amritsar when Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi is assassinated. As riots against
Sikhs engulf the nation, devastating Himmat’s family in
their wake, an unforgivable act of cowardice leaves the
boy permanently estranged from his grandfather. Thirty
years later, Himmat lives in London still grappling with
the memory of the events he witnessed in Amritsar as a
boy. Unable to sustain any lasting relationships, he
drowns his regrets in alcoholism. When his grandfather’s
illness forces Himmat to return to India, he finally begins
a journey towards redemption. Based on real events,
The Anatomy of Loss is a deeply personal narrative
chronicling the impact of Operation Blue Star and…
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Acc. No : 46868
Call No : 005.1 WHI-D (Young Learners)

Learn how to write code and then build your own
website, app and game using HTML, CSS and JavaScript
in this essential coding guide for kids from expert
organization Young Rewired State. Learn how to write
code and then build your own website, app and game
using HTML, CSS and JavaScript in this essential guide to
coding for kids from expert organization Young Rewired
State. Over 6 fun missions learn the basic concepts of
coding or computer programming and help Professor
Bairstone and Dr Day keep the Monk Diamond safe from
dangerous jewel thieves. In bite-size chunks learn
important real-life coding skills and become a
technology star of the future. Young Rewired State is a
global community that aims to get kids coding and turn
them into the technology stars of the…
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Acc. No : 44025
Call No : 372.6320 CUN-S (Young Learners)

How to Ace the National Geographic Bee aims to help
kids in grades four through eight prepare to compete in
the Society's annual geography competition. Featuring
maps, photos, graphs, a variety of questions actually
used in past Bees, plus an extensive resource section,
the guide not only reviews geographic facts but also
helps readers recognize themes, identify relationships,
and understand how geographers think. In the 4th
edition all statistics have been revised to reflect the
most up-to-date figures, new question rounds have
been added as well as new tips on how to study from
Bee winners, and resources have been reviewed to
ensure the most current offerings. This book will help
you prepare for the National Geographic Bee. It is
written to answer the most common question that…
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Acc. No : 44640
Call No : 428.1 TAL-T (Young Learners)

This engaging introduction to first concepts, like colors,
shapes, and numbers, features sturdy, tabbed pages that
are perfect for little hands. The bright, appealing
photographs and simple labels will help build a child’s
vocabulary, develop word-picture association, and
encourage them to discover the world around them. It's
a great picture book because it doesn't just show you
pictures but the two pages next to each other work
together. So, the counting page has numbers on one side
and then on the other it spells out the numbers and
shows an example. one teddy bear, two shoes, etc. The
book is remarkably sturdy. After months and months of
use it showed some wear, but was still in very good
shape. kids that would like this book can't read so seeing
a picture of the sound spelled out is…
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